Qualcomm Salivates Over 5G
And Internet Of Things
Qualcomm understands that 5G will provide a gusher real-time data to
be collected, manipulated and sold for huge profits. Technocrats lust for
and hoard all the data that they can get their hands on. ⁃ TN Editor
Like many municipalities, the city of Carlsbad has deployed connected
water meters to reduce costs of sending crews out to read meters
manually.
But these smart meters provide something perhaps more valuable than
operational savings. They generate digital data on water use.
The Carlsbad Municipal Water District began running analytics software
on that data to spot spikes and anomalies in consumption. For a time, a
staffer would call residents to let them know their usage had surged.
The result was 16 million gallons of water saved in just six months, said
David Graham, Carlsbad’s chief innovation officer, at Qualcomm’s Smart

Cities Accelerate 2019 conference this week.
“That doesn’t exactly drive revenue for the city. We get more revenue
the more water people use,” said Graham. “But it drives a better
customer experience, and ultimately in California we want to reduce
water usage across the board.”
The benefits and challenges of smart cities technologies were the focus
of Qualcomm’s Smart Cities event, where more than 550 people,
including representatives from 400 companies that make smart cities
technologies, attended at the company’s Sorrento Mesa campus.
For Qualcomm, smart cities technology is part of its strategy to bring the
wireless connectivity not only to smartphones but also to many other
things including roads, energy and water grids and smart streetlights.
Faster, more flexible 5G networks, which have begun rolling out
globally, have been tailored to eventually connect as many as one million
devices per square kilometer — paving the way for a vast expansion of
connected sensors, cameras and infrastructure.
For cities, connecting and analyzing data from connected street lights,
water meters, energy grids and environmental sensors has the potential
to improve safety, ease traffic jams and preserve scarce resources.
“At an intersection, which is really one of the most dangerous parts of
driving, you can actually manage it with a combination of cars
communicating with cars, cars communicating with the infrastructure
and the infrastructure, with video, having the ability to understand
exactly what is going on,” said Jim Thompson, chief technology officer of
Qualcomm.
Read full story here…

Greta To UN: ‘How Dare
You?… You Have Stolen My
Dreams
Greta blistered the United Nations for stealing her childhood and
dreams, claiming that we are on the verge of a mass extinction and
climate apocalypse. She has no clue that the UN invented the climate
hysteria scam in the first place. ⁃ TN Editor
A visibly angry Greta Thunberg berated world leaders as she addressed
a UN climate summit on Monday, accusing them of betraying her
generation by failing to tackle greenhouse gas emissions and asking
“How dare you?”
The Swedish teen, who has become the global face of the growing youth
movement against climate inaction, began by telling her audience: “My
message is that we’ll be watching you,” eliciting laughter.
But it was soon clear that the tone of the message would be very serious.

“This is all wrong. I shouldn’t be up here. I should be back at school on
the other side of the ocean,” the 16-year-old, who is taking a year off
from her studies, said.
“You come to us young people for hope. How dare you?” she thundered.
“You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words,
yet I’m one of the lucky ones. People are suffering, people are dying,
entire ecosystems are collapsing.
“We are in the beginning of a mass extinction, and all you can talk about
is the money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth. How dare you!”
She added that in her talks with leaders, she had been told that the
youth were being heard and the urgency was understood.
“But no matter how sad and angry I am, I do not want to believe that,
because if you really understood the situation and still kept on failing to
act, then you would be evil, and that I refuse to believe.”
Thunberg, who often appears uncomfortable in the limelight and is seen
as a reluctant leader, then detailed the various targets that were being
missed, heightening the risk of “irreversible chain reactions beyond
human control.”
Read full story here…

Pope
Announces
Global
Compact On Education For
‘New Humanism’
Pope Francis called on global leaders to join in on May 14, 2020 to sign a
new Global Compact on Education that will lead to a ‘New Humanism’.
Channeling Hillary Clintons book, It Take a Village, he wants to
‘educate’ all young people into becoming global citizens. ⁃ TN Editor
In a renewed and enthusiastic endorsement of globalism, Pope Francis
has announced he is hosting an initiative for a “Global Pact” to create a
“new humanism.”
The global event, set to take place at the Vatican on May 14, 2020, is
themed Reinventing the Global Educational Alliance.
According to a Vatican statement issued on Thursday, Sept. 12, the Pope
is inviting representatives of the main religions, international
organizations and various humanitarian institutions, as well as key
figures from the world of politics, economics and academia, and

prominent athletes, scientists and sociologists to sign a “Global Pact on
Education” so as to “hand on to younger generations a united and
fraternal common home.”
“A global educational pact is needed to educate us in universal solidarity
and a new humanism,” Francis said in a video message to launch the
initiative.
A Vatican-backed website launched to promote the pact added:
“Educating young people in fraternity, in learning to overcome divisions
and conflicts, promote hospitality, justice and peace: Pope Francis has
invited everyone who cares about the education of the young generation
to sign a Global Pact, to create a global change of mentality through
education.”

The Pope’s message on the ‘Global Pact’
In a strikingly secular message containing only one throw-away
reference to the Lord, Pope Francis called on people to “capitalize on
our best energies” and to be “proactive” in “opening education to a longterm vision unfettered by the status quo.”
“This,” he said, “will result in men and women who are open,
responsible, prepared to listen, dialogue and reflect with others, and
capable of weaving relationships with families, between generations, and
with civil society, and thus to create a new humanism.”
Quoting Hillary Clinton’s favorite aphorism, “It takes a village to raise a
child,” Pope Francis asserted the need to create an “educational village,”
in which “all people, according to their respective roles, share the task
of forming a network of open, human relationships.”
At a time when the right to homeschool and the right to a free choice of
school are threatened, and when countries throughout the world level
taxes to provide public schooling to which no Catholic parents could
safely send their child, Pope Francis omitted any reference to the
prerogatives of parents as the primary educators of their children.
Referencing the “Document on Human Fraternity and World Peace for

Living Together,” which he signed with the Grand Imam of Al-Azhar in
Abu Dhabi last February, Francis explained that, in this new global
village, “the ground must be cleared of discrimination and fraternity
must be allowed to flourish.”
Readers will recall that the Abu Dhabi document aroused controversy for
stating that the “diversity of religions” is “willed by God.”
“In this kind of village,” the Pope also said an “alliance” must be forged
“between the earth’s inhabitants and our ‘common home,’ which we are
bound to care for and respect. An alliance that generates peace, justice
and hospitality among all peoples of the human family, as well as
dialogue between religions.”
Not everyone is convinced that peace can be achieved by promoting the
Abu Dhabi document, however. Bishop Athanasius Schneider
recently observed that “however noble such aims as ‘human fraternity’
and ‘world peace’ may be, they cannot be promoted at the cost of
relativizing the truth of uniqueness of Jesus Christ and His Church.”
In his message, the Pope said that in order to reach these “global
objectives,” as an “educating village” we must “have the courage to
place the human person at the center” and to “train individuals who are
ready to offer themselves in service of the community.”
He ended his message by inviting “everyone to work for this alliance and
to be committed, individually and within our communities, to nurturing
the dream of a humanism rooted in solidarity and responsive both to
humanity’s aspirations and to God’s plan.”

Healing the Planet
Pope Francis has tasked the Vatican’s Congregation for Catholic
Education with organizing the initiative. According to
a website dedicated to the global pact, the Congregation oversees “216
thousand Catholic schools, attended by over 60 million pupils and 1,750
Catholic universities, with over 11 million students.”
In explanatory note accompanying the Pope’s message, the

Congregation said that the May 14 global pact initiative seeks to involve
“international organizations” and the “great ones of the earth” in helping
to “heal the fracture between man and the Absolute” and the separation
between “reality and the transcendent.”
It also aims to heal the “horizontal fracture” between men of difficult
cultures, religions and backgrounds. And it intends to heal the “fracture
between man, society, nature and the environment” in the face of an
“urgent need” to create an “ecological citizenship” based on
sustainability and an “austere responsibility.”
“The objectives set for the next few decades aim to set up training
models that take into account a constantly increasing population,
diminishing resources and the fact that climate change places everyone
before a serious responsibility: that of developing our planet in a
sustainable way, with an eye to the needs of future generations,” the
Congregation said.
“The choice of education as a ground on which to make a global pact is a
priority topic in the horizon of current and future scenarios,” it added.
Conferences and events will be held throughout the coming year to
prepare for the May 14 signing of the “Global Pact” on education.
In May 2019, Pope Francis made a strong push for globalism, calling for
a supranational, legally constituted body to enforce United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals and to implement “climate change”
policies.
More recently, during an inflight press conference on his return from a
seven-day apostolic visit to Africa, Francis said our “duty” is to “obey
international institutions,” such as the United Nations and the European
Union.
Read Full Story here…

